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C

omplement is integral to the immune system and contributes to host defense, immunomodulation, and tissue
homeostasis (1). The sensing of danger-associated molecular patterns on immune complexes, apoptotic cells, or invading
microorganisms triggers the activation of complement (2). Fixation of the opsonin C3b facilitates clearance by the reticuloendothelial system and initiates a proteolytic cascade that generates
potent effector molecules, which either recruit and activate immune cells or induce complement-mediated lysis of susceptible
cells. Crucially, cell surface–bound C3b also induces selfamplification via the alternative pathway (AP), in which it forms
C3 convertases that cleave C3 and deposit additional C3b on target
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surfaces. Whereas unrestricted amplification contributes to rapid
elimination or destruction of opsonized particles, healthy host cells
are usually protected by a panel of membrane-bound and soluble
regulators (3), which destabilize the C3 convertase (decay acceleration activity [DAA]), mediate the degradation of C3b to its
cleavage products iC3b and C3dg (cofactor activity), which cannot form convertases, but participate in signaling events, or prevent the formation of lytic pores. Complement thereby critically
relies on this concerted interplay between pattern recognition,
activation, and regulation mechanisms to provide a triage system
that protects host tissue, clears cellular debris, and induces forceful
immune responses to eliminate microbial intruders (1).
Conversely, inadequately triggered, prolonged, or insufficiently
controlled complement activation is causative for, or associated with,
several immune, inflammatory, age-related, and hemolytic disorders
(4). In paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (PNH), for example,
the lack of some surface-bound regulators on blood cells leads to
perpetual local activation of complement that causes erythrocyte lysis
and platelet activation with severe clinical consequences, including
high risk of thrombosis (5). The involvement of complement in the
pathology of prevalent diseases such as age-related macular degeneration (AMD), together with its upstream role in controlling
inflammatory processes, has fueled efforts to design complementtargeted therapeutics (5, 6). However, several challenges have
limited the development of efficient and cost-effective options.
These include a lack of the detailed knowledge needed to guide
design and engineering, the high plasma concentrations of some
complement proteins, and, finally, concerns that long-term systemic complement inhibition might interfere with complement’s
defensive functions, even though clinically evaluated complement
inhibitors generally showed beneficial safety profiles (6). Currently available complement therapeutics either block a single
initiation pathway (i.e., C1 inhibitor) or inhibit the generation of
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Inadequate control of the complement system is the underlying or aggravating factor in many human diseases. Whereas treatment
options that specifically target the alternative pathway (AP) of complement activation are considered highly desirable, no
such option is available in the clinic. In this study, we present a successful example of protein engineering, guided by structural
insight on the complement regulator factor H (FH), yielding a novel complement-targeted therapeutic (mini-FH) with clinical
potential. Despite a 70% reduction in size, mini-FH retained and in some respects exceeded the regulatory activity and cell surface–recognition properties of its parent protein FH, including the recently described recognition of sites of oxidative stress.
Importantly, the chosen design extended the functional spectrum of the inhibitor, as mini-FH showed increased binding to the
surface-bound opsonins iC3b and C3dg when compared with FH. Thus, mini-FH is equipped with a unique and clinically valuable
triple-targeting profile toward diseased host cells, through its binding to sites of ongoing complement activation, markers of
oxidative damage, and host surface-specific polyanions. When assessed in a clinically relevant AP-mediated disease model of
paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria, mini-FH largely outperformed FH and indicated advantages over clinically evaluated AP
inhibitors. Thus, the rational engineering of a streamlined FH construct not only provided insight into the function of a key
complement regulator, but also yielded a novel inhibitor that combines a triple-targeting approach with high AP-specific inhibitory
activity (IC50 ∼ 40 nM), which may pave the way toward new options for the treatment of complement-mediated diseases. The
Journal of Immunology, 2013, 190: 5712–5721.
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importantly, also incorporates FH’s recognition activity for hostspecific polyanions and oxidative damage markers. Indeed, the
resulting mini-FH features a unique triple-targeting mechanism
for simultaneous recognition of C3 activation/inactivation products, oxidative markers, and host surface markers, which substantially surpasses the template molecule FH in controlling AP
activation in complement-mediated disease conditions, as exemplified on PNH erythrocytes.

Materials and Methods
Protein design and computational modeling
The structural model of the C3b:mini-FH complex was constructed by
superimposing the TED/C3d domain of the C3b:FH1-4 (PDB accession
2WII) (24) and C3d:FH19-20 (PDB 3OXU) (14) complex structures. The
root mean square distance between two superposed C3d domains was
0.285 Å. The linker between CCP4 and CCP19, containing between 9 and
18 consecutive glycine residues, was modeled by the DOPE loopmodel
module of MODELLER v9.8 (26). The energy of the DOPE loopmodel,
which provides the energy score that we used to evaluate the models of
mini-FH with different linker length when bound to C3b, is composed by
several terms, including bond length, bond angle, torsion, improper torsion, dihedral, 6-12 Lennard-Jones potential, DOPE potential, and GBSA
solvent potential. For each linker length, 100 conformations were sampled.
The top 80 models of each linker length were selected out to evaluate the
effect of different length on energy and conformation.

Construction, expression, and purification of mini-FH
A codon-optimized gene for mini-FH cloned into the Pichia pastoris expression vector pPICZaB (Invitrogen) was transformed into the expression
strain KM71H (Invitrogen) and expressed in a fermenter in analogy to the
recombinant control proteins FH1-4, FH19-20, and FH12-13, which had
been expressed and characterized as described before (13, 27). FH was
initially precipitated from human plasma with 12% PEG-3350. All proteins
were purified to homogeneity by applying successive ion exchange and size
exclusion chromatography steps. The identity and purity of mini-FH were
characterized using SDS-PAGE and mass spectrometry (Synapt G2; Waters).

Binding studies for C3-derived opsonins and markers of
oxidative stress
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) experiments were performed on a Biacore 3000 instrument (GE Healthcare), processed in Scrubber (v2.0c;
BioLogic), and are shown as duplicates of reference surface-subtracted
response curves. Equal amounts of C3b were immobilized onto three
flow cells of a CM5 sensor chip (GE Healthcare) by convertase-mediated
deposition by repetitive injections of a mix of factors B and D (FB, FD; 500
and 200 nM, respectively) and C3 (1 mM) (28, 29). C3b molecules on two
separate flow cells were processed with factor I (FI) in the presence of
either FH or soluble complement receptor 1 (Celldex Therapeutics) as
cofactors to yield iC3b or C3dg, respectively. Successful processing to
iC3b and C3dg was demonstrated with injections of FH15-18 (negative
control) and soluble complement receptor 1, which showed strong binding
to C3b, a weak response to iC3b, and negligible binding to the C3dg
surface, consistent with previous findings (21, 30). Deposition, proteolytic
processing, and all interaction studies were performed in HBS-P+ buffer
(10 mM HEPES [pH 7.4], 150 mM NaCl, 0.005% Tween 20, 1 mM MgCl2)
at 25°C.
An ELISA, based on previous studies (15), was employed to measure
binding of FH-derived proteins to surfaces coated either with BSA modified with the lipid peroxidation product malondialdehyde-acetaldehyde
(MAA-BSA) or with unmodified BSA. Bound analytes were detected with
a polyclonal anti-FH Ab.

Functional characterization
The ability of different FH fragments and mini-FH to destabilize the AP C3
convertase (DAA activity) was evaluated using SPR, as described before
(24, 31). Briefly, C3b molecules were immobilized onto a CM5 sensor chip
(GE Healthcare) by convertase-mediated deposition, as described above. A
mix of 100 nM FD and 500 nM FB in running buffer (HBS-P+) was
injected for 3 min at 10 ml/min over the C3b surface to build the convertase
complex (C3bBb) on the chip. Following an undisturbed decay of 1 min,
the analytes (either FH, FH1-4, FH19-20, or mini-FH; all at 100 nM) were
injected for 3.5 min. To regenerate the surface, residual convertases were
decayed by consecutive injections of 2 mM FH1-4 and 1 M NaCl. For
comparative visualization of the pure DAA response, SPR-binding signals
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specific effector molecules (i.e., the C5-Ab Eculizumab). However,
neither drug inhibits amplification of the complement response via
the AP, which often contributes a majority of the overall complement response (6, 7). In the case of PNH, Eculizumab effectively
prevents intravascular lysis of erythrocytes, but does not alleviate
perpetual opsonization that may cause extravascular lysis, thereby
leaving about one-third of patients still requiring erythrocyte
transfusions (8, 9). In addition, both drugs primarily act in circulation rather than on diseased or damaged surfaces that are most
likely to trigger complement-mediated inflammation; finally, C1
inhibitor and Eculizumab are highly expensive in clinical use. An
inhibitory option that preferentially controls AP amplification on
target surfaces would therefore be desired as it holds the promise of
requiring lower inhibitor doses while interfering less with immune
surveillance functions of complement (10–12).
The soluble regulator factor H (FH), with its AP-directed activity
and ability to recognize self-structures, represents a particularly
promising candidate for therapeutically restoring the balance between complement activation and regulation on diseased cells.
Concurrent recognition of C3b opsonins and polyanionic host surface markers such as glycosaminoglycans enables FH to control
complement activation effectively on self but not on foreign surfaces (13, 14) (Fig. 1A). In addition, FH has recently been identified as a recognition molecule for cellular pattern of oxidative
stress such as malondialdehyde, with potential implications for
AMD and other diseases (15). Whereas the regulatory functions of
FH are confined in the four N-terminal complement control protein (CCP) domains of this elongated and probably flexible plasma
glycoprotein (16), self-cell specificity depends mainly on the simultaneous binding of the C terminus (FH CCP19-20) to polyanionic markers and C3b (17–19). Even though all opsonic fragments of C3 share a common binding site for CCP19-20 of FH
(i.e., the thioester-containing domain [TED]), intact FH binds only
very inefficiently, or not at all, to the proteolytically processed
degradation products of C3b (i.e., iC3b), which accumulate on the
target surface and thereby represent hallmarks of ongoing complement activation under disease conditions (20, 21). Because the
recombinant bimodule FH19-20 strongly binds to both iC3b and
C3dg (14), it seems probable that the middle region of FH (CCP518) masks the C-terminal recognition domains within full-length
FH from engaging C3b-inactivation products under physiological
conditions (22). Therefore, modifications of the 155-kDa glycoprotein FH, which do not tamper with the regulatory functions, but
reduce its size and complexity (e.g., by omitting N-glycosylation)
and reveal cryptic sites needed for binding to sites of high opsonic
turnover, represent an attractive path toward specific and potent
complement inhibitors. The benefit of targeting the regulatory
functions of FH to diseased surfaces, which are characterized by
ongoing complement activation, has been proven by the biopharmaceutical drug TT30 (Alexion Pharmaceuticals) (23). TT30
utilizes four CCP domains of complement receptor 2 (CR2; CD21)
as an N-terminal iC3b/C3dg-targeting moiety, which is fused to
the first five CCP domains of FH that harbor the complement regulatory region (i.e., FH CCP1-4) (23).
Based on the hypothesis of a cryptic recognition site within FH,
and recent structural insight into the binding of FH1-4 to C3b and
FH19-20 to C3dg (14, 24, 25), we developed a novel FH-based
inhibitor (named mini-FH) with expected advantages for therapeutic targeting. In contrast to TT30, our strategy solely relies on
FH domains and unmasks the cryptic site of FH by rationally
adapting its modular domain structure to facilitate targeting to C3
activation and inactivation products. In this way, by retaining all
of FH’s major C3b-binding domains at either terminus, our design
warrants not only high affinity for C3b, iC3b, and C3dg, but,
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of the analytes in the absence of the convertase were subtracted from the
corresponding convertase decay response. Processed, superimposed sensorgrams were normalized to compensate for the small drift in signal due
to the convertase-mediated immobilization procedure to facilitate an
overlay of sensorgrams at the time point of analyte injection (the normalization was ,7% for all sensorgrams). Duplicate sensorgrams are
shown to demonstrate reproducibility.
To assess the cofactor activity of FH and constructs thereof, a fluid-phase,
time-course cofactor assay was performed in PBS similar to previous
descriptions (31). Briefly, solutions containing FI and C3b (0.01 and 0.7
mM, respectively; Complement Technology) and either FH or mini-FH as
cofactor (0.1 mM; added last) were prepared on ice and aliquoted into 20ml aliquots prior to incubation at 37°C for increasing amount of time (5,
10, 20, 40 min). A mixture in absence of any cofactors served as negative
control. Each reaction sample was analyzed by 9% SDS-PAGE, stained
using Coomassie, and evaluated for the cleavage of the a9 chain of C3b
(113 kDa) into the smaller fragments (43, 46, and 68 kDa) present in iC3b.

Glycosaminoglycan-binding activity was evaluated as changes of retention
time during heparin affinity chromatography. A 5-ml HiTrap heparin
column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in PBS (pH 7.4) was used on a fast
protein liquid chromatography system. After injecting a 1-ml sample of
each ligand resulting in an absorption of ∼0.1 at 280 nm (i.e., 63 mg FH, 57
mg mini-FH, 62 mg FH1-4, 53 mg FH19-20), elution was performed by
applying a linear gradient from PBS to PBS substituted with 0.5 M NaCl
within 5-column volumes.

Inhibition of complement activation
Inhibition of complement activation via the classical pathway (CP) or alternative pathway was determined by established ELISA-based assays (32)
by coating plates with either OVA Ag-Ab complexes or LPS and adding
diluted plasma in the presence of increasing concentrations of FH-based
analytes. For assessing inhibition of the CP by ELISA, 96-well plates
(MaxiSorp; Nunc) were coated with 1% OVA (Sigma-Aldrich; 50 ml/well)
in PBS (pH 7.4) for 2 h at room temperature (RT) or overnight at 4°C.
Washing twice with 200 ml/well PBST (PBS containing 0.05% Tween 20)
was followed by blocking with 200 ml/well 1% BSA in PBS for 1 h at RT.
Rabbit anti-OVA Ab at a dilution of 1:1000 in 1% BSA/PBS was bound for
1 h at RT (50 ml/well). After another washing step, as above, serial dilutions of analytes in PBS were added to the 96-well plate. To 10 ml analyte,
20 ml PBS++ (PBS containing 1 mM MgCl2 and 0.9 mM CaCl2) was added
into each well of the ELISA plate, followed by 30 ml 1:40 serum dilution
in PBS++. The mix was incubated at RT for 15 min prior to another
washing step as above and the subsequent exposure to goat anti-human C3
(HRP conjugate from MP Biomedicals) at a 1:1000 dilution in 1% BSA/
PBS, 50 ml/well for 30 min at RT. After washing three times with PBST,
detection was achieved by adding 50 ml/well of a freshly mixed solution
containing 0.1 M sodium citrate at pH 4.3, 5 mg ABTS (Roche), and
0.03% H2O2. Absorbance was read at 405 nm. EDTA at a final concentration of 10 mM was used as negative control.
The inhibitory potency toward AP activation was evaluated by an ELISA,
in which 96-well plates were coated with 40 mg/ml LPS from Salmonella
typhimurium (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS (pH 7.4), 50 ml/well for 2 h at RT or
overnight at 4°C. Washing, blocking, and addition of analytes were performed, as above. To 30 ml analyte in PBS, 30 ml of a solution containing
50% serum and 10 mM MgEGTA in PBS was added. The mix was incubated for 1 h at 37°C. Negative control, washing, and detection were performed, as described above.

PNH hemolysis assays
Inhibition of erythrocyte lysis by mini-FH, FH, and its fragments was assessed by an in vitro model of PNH and in cells from PNH patients. For the
in vitro model, erythrocytes from a healthy donor were treated, as described
before (33), with few modifications, to induce PNH-like phenotype (sensitized erythrocytes). In brief, erythrocytes were treated with an 8% solution of the sulfhydryl reagent 2-aminoethylisothiouronium-bromide and
then washed with PBSE (PBS [pH 7.4] containing 5 mM EDTA) and PBS.
The concentration of erythrocytes in PBS was adjusted so that the absorbance at 405 nm of a 100 ml dilution of 10 ml erythrocyte stock in 190 ml
water yielded a value between 1.5 and 2.0. To such a stock, an anti-CD55
Ab (clone BRIC216; AbDSerotec) was added to a final concentration of
6.7 mg/ml, and the mix was incubated for 30 min on ice. After washing
with PBS, the treated erythrocytes were resuspended with PBS-Mg (PBS
containing 1 mM MgCl2 at pH 6.4) to the initial volume (to yield the same
concentration of erythrocytes) and subjected to the protection/lysis assay.

For assays involving desialylated erythrocytes, the suspension in PBS-Mg
was split in half. Both halves were incubated at 37°C on a rotating disk, but
only one had been substituted with 36 U neuraminidase (New England
Biolabs) per 100 ml erythrocyte stock. Fresh human serum was acidified
with 0.2 M HCl to pH 6.4 and substituted with MgCl2 and EGTA to yield
final concentrations of 2.5 and 8 mM, respectively [similarly to (33)]. In
a round-bottom 96-well plate, 60 ml of this serum-mix was added to 10 ml
PBS at pH 6.4 containing 1 mM MgCl2 and 20 ml of each inhibitor or
control protein in PBS. The plate was shaken and incubated on ice for
5 min prior to pipetting 10 ml sensitized, or sensitized and desialylated
erythrocytes, into each well. The final serum concentration in this reaction
mix was 52%. The 96-well plate was incubated on a shaking platform for
30 min at 37°C, and thereafter the reaction was immediately quenched by
addition of 100 ml ice-cold PBS containing 5 mM EDTA. Remaining, that
is, nonlysed, cells were spun out at 1000 3 g for 3 min, and 100 ml supernatant was transferred into a fresh 96-well plate to measure the absorbance at 405 nm. As controls, PBS or an EDTA solution (20 mM) was
added instead of the protein analytes. For the determination of the reference point of total lysis, 10 ml sensitized erythrocytes were mixed with 90
ml water. Otherwise, controls were treated as the samples specified above.
Selected inhibitors were also evaluated for their protective effect against
lysis of erythrocytes from PNH patients. For this purpose, blood was collected
from patients (for PNH erythrocytes; EDTA tubes) or healthy individuals (for
ABO-matched serum; serum tubes) after informed consent. Two patients
with pure hemolytic PNH without evidence of bone marrow failure (nor any
history of thromboembolic complications) and no previous transfusion were
selected. Both patients showed large PNH populations in all blood lineages,
as follows: patient 1 had ∼30% PNH erythrocytes (CD592; ∼15% of which
were type III) and ∼90% PNH granulocytes and monocytes; patient 2 had
∼15% PNH erythrocytes (almost all type III) as well as ∼70% PNH granulocytes and monocytes. A 50% erythrocyte suspension (containing ∼5 3
106 cells/ml) was prepared after centrifugation and three wash cycles in
saline. Fresh sera were obtained after centrifugation of blood samples for 15
min at 1350 3 g and were used within 1 h or stored at 280°C. Serum pools
from at least two healthy subjects were used to compensate for differences
in complement activity between individuals; sera were obtained from three
healthy subjects who had C3 and C4 blood level in the normal range by
routine testing. PNH erythrocytes were incubated at final hematocrits of 2%
with pooled ABO-matched sera that were supplemented with 1.5 mM
MgCl2. HCl was added (1:20 of 0.1 N HCl) to lower the pH (to a value of
6.7–6.9) and trigger activation of the AP. A concentration series (0.001–1.0
mM) of each analyte (FH, FH1-4, FH12-13, FH19-20, mini-FH) was added
to the sample tubes prior to AP activation, and the samples were incubated
for 24 h at 37°C. Hemolysis was assessed after 24 h by comparing baseline
and postincubation percentages of PNH erythrocytes using flow cytometry,
as described before (34, 35). C3 fragment deposition was assessed by flow
cytometry using an anti-C3 polyclonal Ab (Ab14396; Abcam, Cambridge,
U.K.), as previously described (8).

Results
Design and expression of mini-FH
We designed mini-FH as a complement-targeted therapeutic by
considering three main criteria. To gain AP-specific efficacy, the
new inhibitor should include key functional areas of FH, that is,
CCP1-4 that mediates C3b binding and exerts regulatory activities,
along with CCP19-20 that enhances binding to C3b and allows
recognition of self-surfaces and, potentially, sites of ongoing complement activation. The protective function of FH on sites of
oxidative insult should be incorporated through the CCP19-20
modules, because it was shown that the C terminus of FH
strongly binds to markers of oxidative damage (15). The two
functional segments, CCP1-4 and CCP19-20, should be tethered
together in such a way as to promote high-affinity binding to C3b
while also allowing binding to downstream C3b-degradation products iC3b and C3dg, thereby ensuring targeting to sites of continuous complement activation and regulation (23). The recently
described cocrystal structures of C3b:FH1-4 (24) and C3d:FH1920 (14) were used as starting points for the rational engineering.
When these two structures were superimposed via alignment of
the common TED in C3b and C3d (Fig. 1B), the resulting model
of the tertiary complex revealed close proximity of the two FH
fragments. The distance (Ca–Ca) between the alanine at the
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Targeting of mini-FH to surface markers of self, damage,
and disease

FIGURE 1. Design and characterization of mini-FH. (A) Schematic
representation of FH binding to complement opsonins (mainly C3b) and
host surface markers. Whereas CCP domains 1–4 (blue) bind to C3b (gray/
black) and exert regulatory activities, CCP19-20 (red) recognize polyanionic surface patches (star symbol) and bind to the TED (black) of C3b,
iC3b, and C3dg. (B) Superimposition of the cocrystal structures of C3b:
FH1-4 (PDB 2WII) (24) and C3d:FH19-20 (PDB 3OXU) (14). A polyglycine linker (colored by element) combining the C terminus of FH1-4
(blue) with the N terminus of FH19-20 (red) was designed by molecular
modeling. All residues are shown as surface representation. C3b is shown
in light gray with the CUB and TED highlighted dark gray and black,
respectively. C3d, which corresponds to TED, is also shown in black. (C)
Energy score of modeled complexes versus number of glycine residues in
the linker. The box plot shows the energy score distribution based on the
top 80 models of each linker length. The circle and dashed line show the
change of the average energy of these linkers. A linker length of 12 glycines was selected for this study. (D) Amino acid sequence of mini-FH
with residues derived from FH1-4 construct and FH CCP19-20 marked in
blue and red, respectively. The 12-residue-long polyglycine linker is
marked in green. Please note that the FH1-4 construct used in this study,
and previously in the crystal structure of C3b:FH1-4 (24), contains an
additional alanine residue following the native C terminus (E264) of FH

To efficiently regulate complement activation, mini-FH needs to
maintain the binding affinity of FH toward C3b, but ideally regain
selectivity for iC3b and C3dg to allow for effective targeting to sites
of ongoing complement amplification and regulation (as likely
found on diseased host cells). Using SPR, we therefore analyzed the
binding profiles of mini-FH, FH, and its key functional fragments,
recombinant FH1-4 and FH19-20, toward C3b, iC3b, and C3dg that
were deposited on a sensor chip by a procedure that closely reflects
physiological opsonization (Fig. 2). As expected, binding of FH1-4
to iC3b and C3dg was negligible when compared with C3b. Whereas
FH19-20 showed similar recognition of all three opsonins, FH
showed a substantial loss of binding capacity for iC3b and, especially, C3dg. In contrast, mini-FH recognized both iC3b and
C3dg with substantially higher activity when compared with FH
(Fig. 2A). Although the natural complexity of the convertase-

CCP4. Due to the a-mating secretion signal of the Pichia-expression
vector and the restriction enzyme used for cloning, the secretion and
cloning artifact EAEAAG precedes the FH-derived residues at the N terminus, accounting for the total theoretical mass of 43,333.7 Da. (E)
Characterization of mini-FH by SDS-PAGE (12% gel, Coomassie staining). Mini-FH emerges as a single clean band at the expected size under
both reducing (1) and nonreducing (2) conditions; faster mobility in (2)
indicates presence of disulfide bonds. (F) Mass-spectrometric analysis of
mini-FH. The deconvoluted mass spectrum shows one dominant peak at
43,332.5 Da, which is consistent with the theoretical mass mini-FH and
attests identity and high purity of the preparation.
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C terminus of the FH1-4 construct and the N-terminal glycine of
CCP19 (FH residue G1107; sequence numbering includes the
signal peptide of FH) was 35.3 Å. To design a flexible linker with
low immunogenic and aggregation potential (36), we opted for an
all-glycine sequence. Given the maximum distance of 3.8 Å between two Ca atoms of two consecutive amino acid residues,
a minimum of nine glycines was needed to span 35.3 Å. Computational modeling was employed to optimize the number
of linking glycines so as to provide sufficient flexibility to allow
covalently tethered CCP1-4 and CCP19-20 to bind simultaneously
to the same C3b molecule. In silico constructions of such fusion
proteins in complex with C3b were subjected to scoring based on
energy calculations and plotted against the number of glycine
residues (Fig. 1C). The analysis revealed a two-stage relationship,
in which the increase from 9–12 glycines resulted in a fast drop
of energy consistent with the relaxation of local strain, whereas
further elongation (13–18 glycines) retained a relaxed state with
little further improvement of the energy score (Fig. 1C, Supplemental Fig. 1). A minimum of 12 glycines was therefore found to
be sufficient to connect the two functional segments of FH (Fig.
1D) without imposing constraints upon simultaneous binding to
C3b; thus, a molecule in which CCP1-4 is tethered by 12 glycine
residues to CCP19-20 was selected for recombinant production and
further studies.
Mini-FH was expressed in P. pastoris in a fermenter, and the
recombinant protein was purified using established chromatography
methods (31). Denaturing SDS-PAGE analysis of the purified protein, under both reducing and nonreducing conditions, showed a pure
preparation consistent with a 43.3-kDa protein that contains multiple
disulfide bridges (Fig. 1E). Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry returned a mass of 43,332.5 Da, which is in good agreement with
the theoretical mass of 43,333.7 Da. The deconvoluted mass spectrum (Fig. 1F) substantiates the high level of purity.
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FIGURE 2. Binding activity and specificity of mini-FH and FH-derived
proteins to C3 opsonins. (A) Relative binding of FH, mini-FH, FH1-4, and
FH19-20 to deposited opsonins C3b, iC3b, and C3dg as determined by
SPR. Responses were normalized to the highest signal within each set of
analyte. (B) SPR-derived apparent binding affinities of all four analytes for
C3b. Steady state responses were fitted to a single-site model and normalized for binding capacity.

deposited and FI-converted opsonin patches on the sensor chip
most likely contributed to the small level of heterogeneity observed
in the binding plots, a reliable determination of affinity estimates
could be achieved. Analysis of the binding affinities of all analytes
for the main inhibitory target C3b indeed resulted in apparent KD
values for FH, FH1-4, and FH19-20 that were similiar to those
determined previously (13, 24) (Fig. 2B). Importantly, mini-FH
closely matched the affinity of FH for C3b (KD ∼ 1 mM), thereby
exceeding the binding strength of the individual fragments.
As the C terminus of FH is critical for distinguishing between
self, foreign, and altered cells on the basis of polyanionic markers,
we tested whether these features are conserved in mini-FH. The
same panel of FH and FH-derived proteins was therefore subjected
to affinity chromatography on a heparin column as a model for
polyanionic host surface markers. Consistent with previous findings (13), FH1-4 was not retained on the heparin resin. FH bound
to the column, but was eluted before FH19-20 that showed the
highest retention; mini-FH featured weaker heparin binding than
FH19-20, but surpassed the activity of FH (Fig. 3A). Finally, we
evaluated the selectivity of mini-FH toward sites of oxidative
stress in a recently established model that showed protective

effects of FH (15). In this model, mini-FH showed a similar selectivity profile for MAA-modified BSA to FH and FH19-20. In
contrast, FH1-4, as expected, did not bind to MAA-BSA (Fig. 3B).
In summary, these data demonstrate a beneficial surface-targeting
profile for mini-FH, which matches or even surpasses that of FH
in aspects that may be critical for therapeutic modulation of inflammatory responses.
Inhibition of complement activation
The presence of the regulatory CCP1-4 domains and the preserved
affinity for C3b are expected to render mini-FH an efficient inhibitor of AP activation. Indeed, when evaluated in an established
AP-specific complement activation ELISA, mini-FH showed
highly potent inhibition with an IC50 of 0.04 mM that exceeded the
activity of FH .10-fold (IC50 = 0.53 mM). In comparison, FH1-4
inhibited the AP at an IC50 of 1.2 mM, whereas FH19-20 showed
no inhibitory activity (Fig. 4A). As expected, neither mini-FH nor
FH and its fragments showed considerable inhibitory activity toward the CP of complement activation as determined by ELISA
(Fig. 4B). The selectivity of the assay system was validated by an
analog of the C3-specific peptidic inhibitor compstatin (Cp30)
(37), which inhibited both the AP and CP in contrast to an inactive
Cp30 control peptide (Fig. 4A, 4B). Next we evaluated whether
both DAA and cofactor activities contribute to the inhibitory effect
of mini-FH. For testing DAA potency, we established an AP C3
convertase complex (C3bBb) on a SPR sensor chip and monitored
the decay rate in the presence and absence of FH-derived analytes.
As expected, FH19-20 did not exert any activity (24, 31), whereas
all analytes containing CCP1-4 potently destabilized the convertase. Whereas the activities of FH1-4 and FH were almost
identical, mini-FH showed a more pronounced DAA effect (Fig.
4C). FH and mini-FH were also probed for their ability to act as
a cofactor for FI-mediated proteolytic inactivation of C3b into
iC3b in solution. Both analytes exhibit cofactor activity, with FH
facilitating faster consecutive cleavage of the first two scissile
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FIGURE 3. Binding activity of mini-FH and FH-derived proteins to
markers of self cells and oxidative stress. (A) Glycosaminoglycan binding
as determined by heparin chromatography. Retention time during a NaCl
gradient (0.15–0.5 M in phosphate buffer [pH 7.4]) signifies adhesion to
heparin as model of polyanionic host surface pattern. (B) Recognition of
oxidative damage markers. Binding of FH-derived proteins to surfaces
coated with BSA or BSA modified with the lipid peroxidation product
MAA-BSA was analyzed by ELISA (detection with a polyclonal anti-FH
Ab).
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bonds in the a-chain of C3b (between residues 1303–1304 and
1320–1321) (38) when compared with mini-FH (Fig. 4D).
Protection of erythrocyte lysis in PNH

FIGURE 4. Functional characterization of mini-FH. (A) Inhibition of AP
activation. The inhibitory potency of mini-FH and FH-derived proteins in
normal human serum was determined by ELISA after specific stimulation of
AP activation with LPS and measurement of C3b/iC3b deposition. Compstatin
analog Cp30 and an inactive Cp30 control peptide were included as positive
and negative controls, respectively. Each ELISA is a representative of three
independently performed assays. (B) Inhibition of CP activation. An Ab/Ag
complex was used to specifically trigger the CP in this ELISA; detection and
controls were performed in analogy to the AP-specific ELISA. (C) Assessment
of DAA activity by SPR. After on-chip formation of the AP C3 convertase
C3bBb) by injecting FB and FD onto immobilized C3b (1) and monitoring of
regular convertase decay (2), FH-derived analytes were injected at 100 nM (3)
to evaluate acceleration of the decay rate; finally, FH1-4 was injected at 2 mM
(4) to remove residual Bb. (D) Evaluation of cofactor activity. C3b, FI, and
either FH or mini-FH were incubated in solution, and the generation of iC3b
was monitored over time using SDS-PAGE. Disappearance of the a9 chain
(114 kDa) with appearance of three new bands at 68 kDa, 46 kDa (iC3b1), and
43 kDa (iC3b2) indicates degradation of C3b.

FIGURE 5. Protection of erythrocytes with PNH-induced phenotype
from AP-mediated lysis. (A) In an in vitro model of PNH, acidified serum
was spiked with analytes prior to coincubation with sensitized erythrocytes. Lysis was determined by measuring absorbance at 405 nm. EDTA
and PBS were used as positive and negative inhibition controls, respectively; absorbance of erythrocytes suspended in water was used to determine maximum lysis. Plot shows a representative of three independent
assays. Analytes measured at a single concentration point were analyzed as
triplicates, and all others in duplicates; SD is shown. (B) To determine the
influence of polyanion targeting on inhibitory potency, the PNH assay
described above was repeated with erythrocytes before and after treatment
with neuraminidase to remove sialic acid from the surface. As in (A),
EDTA was used as a positive inhibitory control, and absorbance of total
lysis was determined in water. The pair of overlapping FH1-4 curves (FH14 does not contain any polyanionic host surface recognition patch) serves
as a reference for all other analytes. Plot shows a representative of two
independent assays.
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The therapeutic potential of mini-FH in AP-mediated disorders that
involve insufficiently protected host cell surfaces was evaluated in
two established models of PNH (33, 35). Analyte screening was
performed in an in vitro model, in which a PNH-like phenotype
was induced in healthy erythrocytes by impairing membranebound regulators prior to exposition to acidified serum, which
renders them susceptible to complement-mediated lysis (33).
Addition of a control fragment from the nonregulatory region of
FH (i.e., FH12-13) produced the same levels of lysis as PBS alone
(Fig. 5A). In contrast, increasing concentrations of FH19-20
gradually increased lysis of erythrocytes due to competition with
FH present in serum [the plasma concentration of FH is ∼3.2 mM
(34), which leads to a baseline level of ∼1.6 mM FH at the serum
dilution used throughout the assay]. Addition of FH, FH1-4, and
mini-FH resulted in dose-dependent protection of PNH-induced
erythrocytes (Fig. 5A). Importantly, much lower concentrations
were needed to reach 50% inhibition of lysis in the case of miniFH (0.02 mM) when compared with FH (0.20 mM) or FH1-4 (0.35
mM), thereby supporting a potent effect of mini-FH on surfacetargeted complement activation. To further analyze the contribution of polyanionic surface markers in this activity, negatively
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Discussion
Our approach of rationally selecting and combining 6 of 20
modules of FH, thereby achieving a 68% reduction in polypeptide
size (and a 72% reduction in overall m.w. due to concomitant
exclusion of all eight N-glycosylation sites in FH), resulted in an
AP-selective complement inhibitor with promising clinical potential. Intriguingly, such a condensation into a smaller molecule of
targeted complement-regulatory activity may be compared with
the complement evasion strategies that have evolved in several
orthopox viruses; for example, vaccinia virus secretes a regulator
mimic (vaccinia virus complement control protein) that combines
several functions, that is, heparin binding and regulatory activities
toward both the AP and CP, in just four CCP domains (40).
Whereas immunogenicity issues most likely prevent a direct
therapeutic application of such viral mimics, our use of host
regulatory domains in mini-FH fused by a polyglycine linker
(36) is expected to circumvent this concern. Mini-FH could be
efficiently produced in P. pastoris as a homogeneous product with
high yield and purity. As mini-FH does not contain any glycosylation sites [in contrast to the parent protein FH (31)], yeast is
considered highly suitable for the production of the inhibitor and is
likely to offer significant advantages over mammalian expression
systems with respect to ease-of-manufacturing, production yield,
and cost effectiveness.
On balance, mini-FH preserves the mode of action and versatility
of the parent molecule. Despite the substitution of the 14-domain

FIGURE 6. Protection of PNH erythrocytes from AP-mediated lysis. (A)
Erythrocytes were isolated from patient’s blood and incubated in acidified
serum from ABO-matched healthy donors in the presence of various
analytes, and lysis was determined after 24 h. (B–D) Prevention of C3
fragment deposition on PNH erythrocytes. Erythrocytes from patient’s
blood (PNH patient 1) were exposed to AP activation by incubation in
ABO-matched acidified serum. C3 deposition on PNH erythrocytes was
assessed using an anti-C3 polyclonal Ab in combination with counterstaining with an anti-CD59 mAb (35). Exposure to AP activation led to
total disappearance of type III PNH erythrocytes (C) in comparison with
freshly isolated erythrocytes (B). Mini-FH resulted in a full protection from
lysis of type III PNH erythrocytes, without detectable deposition of C3
fragments on their surface (D). The scheme in (E) illustrates classification
of erythrocytes as a function of surface molecules present (type II and type
III PNH erythrocytes are defined according to the expression of CD59).

core region of FH with a short polyglycine linker, mini-FH largely
retained the binding affinity for C3b, thereby indicating simultaneous binding to both sites. Cofactor activity in solution was less
efficient for mini-FH, especially concerning the second cleavage to
iC3b. Speculatively, this difference might originate in the higher
flexibility of mini-FH relative to FH that may be less efficient in
stabilizing conformational states in C3b that have been thought to
facilitate binding and cleavage by FI (24). The DAA activity of
mini-FH, in contrast, appeared significantly increased in the SPR
assay. Although extended structure–function studies may shed
more light into exact mechanistic differences, it is already evident
that mini-FH acts on the convertase and C3b and that its overall
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charged sialic acid moieties, which are abundant on erythrocyte
surfaces, were removed enzymatically with neuraminidase. When
subjected to the same PNH assay, the ability of FH19-20 to increase lysis of PNH-induced erythrocytes was completely abolished after neuraminidase treatment. The lack of sialic acid had
no effect on FH1-4, thereby confirming that neuraminidase
treatment itself did not significantly alter the baseline susceptibility to lysis and establishing FH1-4 as a suitable control for the
comparison of the other regulators. Conversely, both FH and miniFH showed slightly lower inhibitory potency (Fig. 5B), which
indicated partial contribution of polyanion targeting in the overall
activity of these inhibitors. The results concerning protection of
PNH erythrocytes were further validated in a previously described
and disease-relevant assay using erythrocytes from PNH patients
(35). After isolation, these erythrocytes were incubated in acidified
ABO-matched serum in the presence of selected inhibitors or
controls and monitored for hemolysis after 24 h. In absence of
inhibitors, exposure to acidified serum resulted in massive (.95%)
hemolysis of type III PNH erythrocytes (i.e., the ones with the
higher susceptibility to complement-mediated lysis both in vivo and
in vitro) (39). In good agreement with the in vitro assay described
above, FH and FH1-4 showed similar activity with concentrations
of 1 mM or above to reach full inhibition, whereas FH19-20 and the
FH12-13 control did not show any signs of inhibition. Again, miniFH featured a much stronger activity with full inhibition ∼0.1 mM
and a calculated IC50 of 0.06 mM (Fig. 6A), thereby revealing an
almost 10-fold activity gain of the engineered inhibitor when
compared with the parent protein. Furthermore, consistent with this
mechanism of action, effective concentrations of mini-FH also
prevent deposition of C3 fragments on PNH erythrocyte surfaces
(Fig. 6B–E); such complement fixation had been described as an
in vitro marker of C3-mediated extravascular hemolysis, which is
a well-established phenomenon limiting the efficacy of C5-based
complement inhibition and has been reproduced in vitro after
exposure to AP activation of sera containing the therapeutic C5
Ab Eculizumab (35).
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as atherosclerosis or Alzheimer’s disease have also been reported
to show a similar association between oxidative stress and complement activation (50–52). Our assays with MAA-modified
protein surfaces demonstrated that mini-FH largely preserves selective recognition of these disease markers and may therefore be
targeted to such sites of oxidative stress damage. Even in the
absence of oxidative markers, diseases with excessive and/or
poorly regulated complement activity such as atypical hemolytic
uremic syndrome or dense deposit disease could benefit greatly
from simultaneous targeting to sites of ongoing inflammation
and self-specific molecular markers such as glycosaminoglycans
or sialic acid.
Even though several systemic complement inhibitors evaluated
to date displayed beneficial safety profiles in clinical trials, concern has
been expressed that the long-term complement inhibition needed
in chronic diseases, such as PNH, may compromise the physiological roles of complement in immune homeostasis or microbial defense. For example, patients undergoing systemic
Eculizumab treatment receive vaccination against Neisserial
infections as a preventive measure (53). In this respect, the targeting of C3b degradation products that predominantly appear on
opsonized host cells under disease conditions confers the advantage of introducing an additional selectivity factor for host over
foreign surfaces. In an in vivo model of sepsis, it was shown that
targeting a mouse homolog of TT30 (i.e., CR2-Crry) to sites of
ongoing complement inactivation was not only significantly more
effective in preventing injury, but also better maintained host resistance to infection when compared to nontargeted complement
inhibition (10). Furthermore, surface-targeted inhibitors may be
less dependent on the plasma drug concentration and t1/2, but
rather on the local concentration on the target cell or tissue; TT30,
for example, showed a long residence time on erythrocytes and AP
inhibition of up to 24 h after s.c. injection (23). Similar concepts
may apply for mini-FH, yet both local and systemic residence
profiles need to be further investigated. Whereas the current size
of 43 kDa most likely allows some degree of renal filtration, optimization strategies for decreasing elimination of recombinant
proteins have been described (36, 54) and may be considered depending on the pharmacokinetic analysis of mini-FH.
Besides the therapeutic implications, our study also revealed
important insight about FH as a surface-targeted regulator. Removal of the central modules (CCP5-18) in mini-FH did not
hamper but actually increase the inhibitory potency 10-fold over
FH in the AP activation assay and in both models of PNH. As the
C3b-binding affinity and regulatory mechanisms of mini-FH are
similar to FH, it is likely that it is the surface-targeting effect of an
accessible C3b/iC3b/C3dg binding site in mini-FH that has led to
increased activity. This is borne out by the poor binding of intact
native human FH to iC3b and C3d, indicating that the C3b/iC3b/
C3dg binding site present within CCPs 19-20 is indeed cryptic,
which is in agreement with a proportion of previous observations
(20, 21). Current models suggest that FH is capable of adopting
a complex and compactly folded-back conformation, whereby
both termini are positioned close to one another (14, 27). This is
consistent with the binding site for TED/C3d being partially occluded by the steric bulk of other CCP modules in FH. It may be
that this cryptic site is only revealed after binding of CCP1-4 to
C3b. Whereas this mode of action may be appropriate for regulation of the AP in solution and on healthy cells, which are usually
exposed to marginal opsonization, such a strategy may be inadequate under disease conditions in which C3b quickly accumulates
on a surface. Under these conditions in which surface-attached
iC3b and C3dg are also produced in large numbers, mini-FH is
more effective. It should be noted that the middle region of FH
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AP-inhibitory activity surpasses that of the parent FH. However,
mini-FH also introduces a novel functionality. The proposed
cryptic nature of the TED-binding site in CCP19-20 has been
eliminated by engineering, so that mini-FH binds directly and
much more efficiently to downstream complement opsonins than
FH. Together with its observed pattern–recognition capability for
polyanionic host- and oxidative damage-related surface markers,
mini-FH is equipped with a unique triple-targeting mechanism
that appears ideally suited for the regulation of complement activation on diseased and altered host surfaces.
This potential benefit has clearly been indicated in both models of
PNH, in which mini-FH featured a 10-fold improvement over
FH. Erythrocytes from PNH patients are susceptible to AP-mediated
lysis due to the lack of two GPI-anchored complement regulators
(CD55, CD59) on their surface (4, 41–44). Interestingly, the residual regulators on the erythrocyte surface (CD35) and in circulation (FH, FI) still control AP activation, but appear insufficient to
compensate for the loss of CD55 and CD59 (34, 45). Therapeutic
blockage of membrane attack complex formation by the clinical
C5 Ab Eculizumab (Soliris; Alexion) offers a costly, yet effective
option to control intravascular hemolysis and related symptoms in
PNH, with a remarkable clinical benefit in most patients. However,
Eculizumab acts downstream in the complement cascade and does
not interrupt AP amplification, thereby leading to an increasing
fraction of heavily C3-opsonized PNH erythrocytes that eventually
become susceptible to extravascular hemolysis after recognition
by immune cells (8). As a consequence, a considerable fraction of
PNH patients treated with Eculizumab shows residual anemia relying on an additional pathogenic mechanism, which may result in
persistent transfusion dependency regardless of blocking the formation of lytic pores (8, 9, 46–48). The need for therapeutics that
act at the level of AP amplification has therefore been recognized.
In fact, the targeted FH-based fusion protein (TT30, ALXN1102;
Alexion), which combines FH CCP1-5 with CCP1-4 of CR2 (see
above), is currently being evaluated in a phase I clinical trial
(http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01335165). Whereas
the binding specificity of CR2 for iC3b and C3dg (but not C3b)
confers a similar targeting profile toward sites of ongoing complement turnover as observed in mini-FH, TT30 is not equipped
with the recognition capabilities of mini-FH for patterns of selfsurfaces and oxidative stress. Notably, TT30 only contains a single
binding region for C3b. Moreover, in TT30, the iC3b/C3dg targeting region is directly fused onto the N terminus of FH1-5, which
most likely renders simultaneous binding to C3b and the target
surface more difficult or complex with possible implications on
regulatory activity. The recent evaluation of TT30 in the same PNH
assay as used in this study indeed indicated a lower inhibitory
activity (IC50 ∼ 0.5 mM) (35) when compared with the activity of
mini-FH described in this study (IC50 ∼ 0.06 mM), yet a direct
comparison between different inhibitors in the same assay will be
necessary for better elucidating the effects of distinct targeting
strategies.
Targeted complement inhibitors such as TT30 and its homologs
have not only shown promising potential in PNH, but also in a variety
of other AP-mediated clinical conditions ranging from collageninduced arthritis and ischemia/reperfusion injury to AMD (12, 49).
In the case of AMD, mini-FH may have particular advantages. This
chronic and progressive eye disease, which leads to loss of vision
due to geographic atrophy and/or neovascularization of retinal tissue, is strongly associated with impaired complement regulation by
FH. Furthermore, FH was recently identified as a major binding
protein for the lipid peroxidation products malondialdehyde and
MAA, which are markers of oxidative stress and accumulate under
various disease conditions, including AMD (15, 50). Disorders such
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may not only have a structural role, but also contains an additional
polyanion-recognizing region (CCP6-8); however, this site does
not seem to be needed for effective complement regulation in the
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